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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

In this manuscript, the authors aimed to give a summarization and basic information of 

platinum-derived neurotoxicity. Although the heterogeneity in identity, several 

potential neurotoxic mechanisms were listed and described. As a clinically relevant issue, 

vulnerable population, clinical signs, action mechanisms, prevention, treatment, and 

alternative options are of importance. Thus, in addition to description of neurotoxic 

mechanisms, the information of any prevention and treatment strategies is also practical 

to the population of great interests. Besides, the structures of platinum drugs, 

metabolites, and DNA adducts are recommended to add.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The authors provide a list of known effects of platinum based cancer therapies that may 

contribute to their clinically important neurotoxicity. The contribution would be much 

greater if they would flush out the larger picture a little. For example, given this list of 

effects, which ar elikely to be most important to the clinical picture? Also, they point out 

that carboplatin is much less neurotoxic, Why? Does it containless platinum, or ... . Why 

do we not just use carboplatin? Is it not as effective? They really need to move a bit past 

a taxonomy lesson, a list of effects in the literature.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This is a concise and effective review article about the known mechanisms of 

platinum-induced neurotoxicity, but adding implications for clinical practice is strongly 

suggested to complete it. Are there any strategies for early recognition of symptoms? 

Which are the measures that can be used for treatment and follow up? Are there any 

future directions for improvememt of diagnosis and therapy? 
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